
OPTIMIZE YOUR PUBLIC 
CLOUD ENVIRONMENT 

convergeone.com

Get the most out of your current Amazon Web Services (AWS) and/or Microsoft Azure public cloud 
infrastructure by ensuring your apps, workloads, and services are following industry best practices 
for operations, security, reliability, performance, and cost optimization. ConvergeOne Cloud Audit 
Services identify areas for improvement and risk areas that can cost your business time, money, and 

reputation.

Identify Workloads
ConvergeOne Cloud Consultants work with you to identify the workloads to be audited within 
your public cloud infrastructure. This ensures the results of our audit provides you actionable 
information that results in positive business outcomes.

Deploy Cloud Audit Tools
Included with this service are industry standard tools designed to collect detailed configuration 
and usage information from your public cloud. These tools DO NOT access data within your 
environment and require authorized access and controls from your cloud security team.

Provide Holistic Data
Detailed reports show how your cloud environment compares to public cloud best practices and 
standards.

Review and Recommend
ConvergeOne Cloud Consultants meet with you and your cloud team to review the findings of 
our audit, discuss our recommendations to remediate any items found, and to prioritize business 
outcome driven next steps

ConvergeOne Cloud Audit Services provide an analysis of your existing public cloud implementation 
with recommendations to align with the cloud provider’s current best practices. 



KEY FEATURES

PROTECT YOUR BUSINESS FROM DISRUPTION
ConvergeOne delivers business outcomes based upon your specific needs, not a 
“one size fits all” approach. Our team of cloud experts uses decades of expertise 
and best practices to ensure success in your cloud journey. 
Schedule your free Cloud Workshop today

BUSINESS OUTCOMES

Operational Excellence
Optimal processes that 

keep a system running in 
production

Protecting applications 
and data from threats

Recovering from failures 
and continuing to 

function

Managing costs to 
maximize value

Adapting to system 
changes

Security Reliability

Cost OptimizationPerformance

The ConvergeOne Difference  

Industry leading Enterprise Networking, Data Center, and Security 
Services

Expertise in both AWS and Azure

World class Net Promoter and Transactional Net Promoter Scores: 
2x the industry average

We align your required capabilities with measurable and actionable 
business outcomes

https://www.convergeone.com/multi-cloud-workshop?hsCtaTracking=36a343e9-9908-4b1a-bbd0-dfb66dc0b9d0%7C737785a2-727a-4482-8ac7-9a94d5e49ee7

